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ABSTRACT

The limited computational and memory resources available in the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags constitute
the essential challenge to find a technique that satisfies high security requirements. In this paper, security and privacy
requirements for an RFID authentication system are defined. Although some of the conventional cryptographic operations
provide these requirements partially, they are not considered as suitable solution for RFID applications because operations
cost is high especially for RFID tags. An unconventional use of homomorphic encryption is proposed to provide low-
cost security and privacy in this research. HEADA is proposed as a novel authentication technique, which consists of
deployment and authentication process stages. The homomorphic encryption is used solely in the generation of keys during
deployment stage. These keys are used by RFID tags to generate anonymous authentication keys during the authentication
process using only integer addition operations. Moreover, some of the conventional approaches have to use a brute–force
search in the server side to identify a tag. Unlike these techniques, HEADA enables the server to identify a tag only by a
binary search. It is shown that HEADA is the only technique to satisfy all security and privacy requirements using low-cost
operations in both tag and server sides. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology plays
an important role in the automatic identification of objects
such as cargos, vehicles, goods, and many different assets.
A typical RFID system consists of three essential entities:
servers, readers, and tags (Figure 1). The servers process
data received from readers using stored databases. Readers
are connected to the servers through fast and secure con-
nection and used to transfer data between servers and tags.
Tags are limited resources devices that store a unique ID
as well as different data according to the application [1].
Readers communicate with the tags via wireless networks,
which give them the capability of accessing data embedded
in the tags without requiring direct contact or line-of-
sight. The efficiency of using the RFID systems arose new
requirements, such as security and privacy, which should
be suitable to the architecture of the RFID technology,
especially the limited resources in the tags.

1.1. The model for secure RFID
authentication

The aim of the RFID authentication process is to iden-
tify and authenticate the tag in the server through insecure
channels. Although the authentication process can be con-
sidered as an initial stage for a server to proceed with
further communications to trace, read from, or write to
the tag, our focus within the scope of this paper is only
the authentication process of the tag in the server. The
authentication protocol works as follows: As soon as a tag
arrives at a proximity of a reader, it receives a query from
that reader and responds with an authentication request.
The reader forwards the request to the server to check it
through fast and secure communication channel. Server
authenticates the tag and sends a verification code to the
tag through the reader. The tag verifies the server and sends
a verification code to the server. Once the verification code
from the tag to the server is received, the server verify the
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Figure 1. A typical model of radio frequency identification
system.

Figure 2. A typical security attacking model of radio frequency
identification system.

tag and the protocol terminates. However, it is required to
show that no attacker can identify or trace the tag at any
time. Given a typical security attacking model for RFID
system (Figure 2), an attacker is considered to be able to
mimic a tag or a reader. It can also simply eavesdrop the
communications between a legitimate tag and reader. The
attacker could be either a single entity consisting of a fake
tag, a fake reader and an eavesdropping module, or multi-
ple entities encapsulating one or more modules. Therefore,
following security requirements are considered as the min-
imum requirements to satisfy a high level of privacy and
security in any RFID authentication protocol [1–4]:

(1) Untraceability: Only the authorized parties are
allowed to identify or trace a tag at any time.

(2) Resistance to replay attack: The messages of any
previous valid or invalid authentication processes
cannot be used to gain a valid authentication for
unauthorized party.

(3) Resistance to DoS attack: Modification, forging,
blocking, or delaying of message from/to any party

of the system is unable to make the tag or the server
unreachable later under proper conditions.

(4) Mutual authentication: Both the server and the
tag verify the proper identity of each other in the
authentication process.

(5) Tag forgery resistance: Generating, predicting, or
reusing a valid authentication key is infeasible with-
out a valid authentication data.

(6) Server forgery resistance: Generating, predicting,
or reusing a valid server verification key is infeasible
without a valid authentication data.

(7) Data recovery: Any flaw in the synchronization
or the status of any of the parties at a moment
is recoverable.

1.2. Low Cost Operations

Radio Frequency Identification tags are renowned for
being cheap, small, and made of sustainable materials with
limited storage and processing capabilities. Chien [5] sug-
gested categorizing the RFID tags into four categories
according to the operations in the tag during the authentica-
tion process. The four categories are ultralight, lightweight,
simple, and high cost tags. Therefore, efficiency require-
ments in this paper are defend as follows:

(1) Low cost operations in the tag: Tags belong to
one of the first two categories, that is, ultralight or
lightweight, which means including only OR, AND,
XOR, CRC, or/and PRNG functions.

(2) Low cost operations in the server: No brute–force
operations on the tags data (or part of it) during the
authentication protocol.

Along with the seven security requirements, these two effi-
ciency requirements will be noted as the 7+2 requirements
in the rest of this paper.

1.3. Related works

There have been a number of techniques proposed to
address some of the 7 + 2 requirements defined in
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 . However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, all of them fail to satisfy the complete set of the
them. Weis et al. [6] and Kim [7] proposed two hash-
based authentication techniques for RFID systems. The
techniques suffer from eavesdropping, spoofing, and replay
attacks. Moreover, the servers need to apply brute–force
operations on all, or part, of the users to identify the com-
municated tags. Bringer et al. [8] proposed an extensions
and improvements of Juels and Weis [9] technique. Both
techniques use binary inner product to simplify the pro-
cesses in the tag. However, they do not consider the server
authentication, and they suffer from the traceability attacks
as well. Yi et al. [4] proposed an improved technique to
overcome some weaknesses in Chien and Chen [10] tech-
nique. However, the server in Yi et al. technique needs to
apply brute–force operations to identify the communicated
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tags in each query. The same problem existed in the tech-
nique proposed in [11] where a variable ci is updated in
each authentication process and used as index to avoid the
brute–force search in the server. For each tag, the brute–
force search is supposed to be applied once in the first
authentication process where ci is initialized by zero. How-
ever, an attacker can continuously keep sending requests
with ci = 0, which may evolve into DoS attack. More-
over, ci is sent in a clear format, which can be used by
an attacker to trace a tag. The efficiency of the technique
depends on the implementation of the Chebyshev poly-
nomials in the tag [12]. Karthikeyan and Nesterenko [13]
use matrix multiplication to generate the authentication
messages between the server and the tag. The key of the
tag is updated after each completed authentication pro-
cess. The attacker can forge the identity of the tag by
sending a query to it when it is not in the range of any
reader. The tag replies by an authentication message as if
the request came from a legitimate reader. If no response
is received by the tag, it returns back to listening stage
without updating the key. The attacker may either use
the authentication message, which is not used yet in the
server to authenticate himself there, or it may send another
request to trace the tag because the tag replies by the same
authentication message.

Symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms are
used for authentication in many techniques [14–16]. In
spite of the security capabilities of the encryption algo-
rithms, they are considered costly on tags, which have
limited computational resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1.4
states the problem statement. Section 2 describes the
proposed techniques in details. The security of this tech-
nique is discussed and compared with other techniques in
Section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper.

1.4. The problem statement and
contribution

The proposed technique is based on finding a set of sub-
keys for each tag; these sub-keys are partitioned into
groups and stored in the tag in the deployment course. The
tag selects a number of combinations (combination, from
now on, refers to a set of sub-keys composed of a single
sub-key from each group) from these groups and adds them
to generate a different authentication key in each authen-
tication process. The server uses a reversibility property
found in the sub-keys to reconstruct the used combinations
from the authentication key to identify and authenticate
the tag. Based on these assumptions, to achieve the seven
security requirements defined in Section 1.1, the following
conditions need to be achieved:

(1) Uniqueness of sub-keys: For all the tags, sub-keys
are unique.

(2) Uniqueness of authentication keys: The sum-
mation of any combination of sub-keys should
be unique.

(3) Irreversibility: Reversibility property should be
restricted only to the server using constant time
complexity algorithm and key data.

(4) Randomness of the authentication key: Authenti-
cation keys need to be selected randomly without
duplication based on a key, known only to the tag and
the server, and a simple algorithm.

Therefore, the contributions of this paper are defined to be:

(1) Developing a new methodology for finding a huge
series of unique numbers using a relatively very
small set of integers and a constant time algorithm
(by utilizing integer addition). Moreover, only the
parties that have a specific key data have to be able
to identify the generator of each number using a con-
stant time algorithm and simple binary search. Note
that such numbers can be efficiently utilized in many
applications such as privacy-preserving identification
and temporary password generation.

(2) Developing a constant time algorithm for random
selection without duplication from a set of elements.

(3) Applying the two methodologies given earlier to
derive an RFID anonymous authentication technique
that satisfies all the 7 + 2 requirements.

2. HEADA, THE PROPOSED
TECHNIQUE

In order to explain the technique, the key compo-
nents of the HEADA are explained in details in
Section 2.1. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 explain how these
components are generated to achieve these properties
and requirements. The HEADA protocol is explained in
Section 2.4.

2.1. Key components of the HEADA

The following are the main components of the HEADA
along with their notations used in this paper (Figure 3):

� T = {t1, t2, : : : , tW }: The set of W tags considered in
the algorithm.

� K = {k1, k2, : : : , kW }: The set of security keys of the
tags in T .

� M: The number of sub-keys in a key kn.
� I: The number of groups of sub-keys of a key kn.
� G = {g1, g2, : : : , gI}: The sizes of the I groups of

sub-keys of a key kn. The set of G is the same for all
the tags.

� xn,i,j: The jth sub-key of the ith group of the key kn.
� dn,i: The set of sub-keys of the ith group of the key kn.
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Figure 3. Key preparations and details for the HEADA.

� dn = dn,1 � dn,2 � � � � � dn,I : The set of all the
combinations generated using the key kn, where�
indicates the Cartesian product.

� sn: The set of summations of the combinations in dn.
� D = {d1, d2, : : : , dW }.
� S = {s1, s2, : : : , sW }.
� KS = {ks1, ks2, : : : , ksW }: The set of selection keys of

the tags in T . Selection key is used to determine the
order of combinations selection in the tag tn as shown
in Section 2.3.

� USED = {used1, used2, : : : , usedW }: The set of used
combinations lists for the tags in T . usedn list is used
to store the used combinations for the tag tn.

Assume that W = 3, M = 8, I = 2, and G =
{4, 4}; Table I shows example values of K and KS and
D, S, IDn values.

In order to run the HEADA properly, the server keeps
K, KS, ID, and KH secret. Each tag tn keeps kn, ksn,
and ' (which is discussed in Section 2.3) secret. M, I,
G = {g1, : : : , gI}, m, and W are kept in both the server and
the tags; they are also considered as public information,
available even to attackers.

2.2. Key generation

Each key kn 2 K consists of M sub-keys partitioned into I
groups. The generation of these sub-keys is carried out in
four steps as follows:

� Step 1: Selecting parameters: Parameters are
selected to satisfy the needed level of security
and efficiency.

� Step 2: Raw sub-keys generation: An algorithm that
uses the concept of Segment:Offset is used to gen-
erate non-overlapped segments. Once segments are
produced, each segment is re-partitioned into non-
overlapped sub-segments recursively until sufficient
number of groups of integers, that is, A1, : : : , AI , can
be produced. Given that in (A:B), A indicates the seg-
ment and B the offset. Therefore, the range of the
summations is partitioned into non-overlapped seg-
ments as A1:(A2:(A3:(: : : :AI))), where Ai is the set of
raw integers that can be used in the ith group. There-
fore, A1, : : : , AI can be generated in a recursive way as
shown in Figure 4. Note that Q1, : : : , QI are common
divisors for the values in A1, : : : , AI , respectively,
which means that any value 2 Ai is a multiplication of
Qi. Moreover, all the values 2 Ai+1, : : : , AI as well as
the summations of any combination composed of one
number from each set are less than Qi. For example,
applying the algorithm in Figure 4 using the example
in Section 2.1, where W = 3, I = 2, and G = {4, 4}
gives A1 and A2 as follows:

A1={13, 26, 39, 52, 65, 78, 91, 104, 117, 130, 143, 156}

A2={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}
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Given W, M, and the set G = {g1, : : : , gI}, then,
for any summation value of raw sub-keys combination
s = x1 + x2 + : : : + xI , it can be reversed to get the
raw sub-keys in two steps: (1) calculating the values
of Q1, : : : , QI as follows:

Qi =

�
1 for i = I
Qi+1 (1 + (W*gi+1)) for 1 � i < I

(1)

Then, calculating x1, : : : , xI as follows:

xi =

8<
:
j

s
Qi

k
*Qi for i = 1j

s mod Q1::: mod Qi–1
Qi

k
*Qi for 1 < i � I

(2)

For example, knowing that W = 3, M = 8, G =
{4, 4}, suppose that the two raw sub-keys 117 and 2
are used, which means s = 117 + 2 = 119, then Q1,
Q2, x1, and x2 are calculated as follows:

Q2 = 1

Q1 = 1*(1 + (3*4)) = 13

x1 =
j119

13

k
*13 = 117

x2 =
j119 mod 13

1

k
*1 = 2

Therefore, raw sub-keys satisfy the uniqueness
of sub-keys and summations but do not satisfy irre-
versibility.

� Step 3: Homomorphic encryption for irreversibil-
ity: To make the reversibility property restricted only
to the server, raw sub-keys are encrypted using homo-
morphic encryption with a key KH . Homomorphic
encryption is a form of encryption that allows com-
putations to be applied on the encrypted data [17].
According to the homomorphic property, the summa-
tions of the combinations after encryption give a set
of unique values if the original values do the same;
this uniqueness is not guaranteed if the encryption
algorithm does not have the addition homomorphic
property. Therefore, the homomorphic property keeps
the first two conditions satisfied. It also nonlinearly
maps the raw sub-keys into an irreversible ones. For
example, encrypting the values in A1 and A2 shown
previously using the Algebra Homomorphic Encryp-
tion Scheme (AHEE) [17] using the AHEE homomor-
phic key set {p = 241, q = 197, x = 23, g = 13, r = 54,
k = 68} gives

A01 = {88, 176, 23, 111, 199, 46, 134, 222, 69, 157,

4, 92}

A02 = {118, 236, 113, 231, 108, 226, 103, 221, 98,

216, 93, 211}

Table I. Example values of K and KS and their D, S, and IDn

values for W = 3, M = 6, I = 2, and G = {3, 3}.

K D S ID KS

{88, 236} 324

1 13

{88, 118} 206
{88, 98} 186
{88, 221} 309
{69, 236} 305
{69, 118} 187
{69, 98} 167
{69, 221} 290
{92, 236} 328
{92, 118} 210
{92, 98} 190
{92, 221} 313
{4, 236} 240
{4, 118} 122
{4, 98} 102
{4, 221} 225

k1

8̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂:

d1,1

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x1,1,1 = 88

x1,1,2 = 69

x1,1,3 = 92

x1,1,4 = 4

d1,2

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x1,2,1 = 236

x1,2,2 = 118

x1,2,3 = 98

x1,2,4 = 221

{111, 226} 337

2 4

{111, 231} 342
{111, 108} 209
{111, 216} 327
{176, 226} 402
{176, 231} 407
{176, 108} 284
{176, 216} 392
{222, 226} 448
{222, 231} 453
{222, 108} 330
{222, 216} 438
{134, 226} 360
{134, 231} 365
{134, 108} 242
{134, 216} 350

k2

8̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂:

d2,1

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x2,1,1 = 111

x2,1,2 = 176

x2,1,3 = 222

x2,1,4 = 134

d2,2

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x2,2,1 = 226

x2,2,2 = 231

x2,2,3 = 108

x2,2,4 = 216

{157, 93} 250

3 7

{157, 113} 270
{157, 211} 368
{157, 103} 260
{199, 93} 292

{199, 113} 312
{199, 211} 410
{199, 103} 302

{23, 93} 116
{23, 113} 136
{23, 211} 234
{23, 103} 126
{46, 93} 139
{46, 113} 159
{46, 211} 257
{46, 103} 149

k3

8̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂:

d3,1

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x3,1,1 = 157

x3,1,2 = 199

x3,1,3 = 23

x3,1,4 = 46

d3,2

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x3,2,1 = 93

x3,2,2 = 113

x3,2,3 = 211

x3,2,4 = 103

Suppose that the encrypted values are used, instead
of the raw sub-keys in the same reversibility example
shown previously. Note that the encryptions of 117
and 2 are 69 and 236, respectively, and s = 69 + 236 =
305. Applying the same reversibility process gives
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Figure 4. Algorithm to generate the A1, : : : , AI sets used in
key generation.

x1 =
j305

13

k
*13 = 299

x2 =
j305 mod 13

1

k
*1 = 6

Decrypting 299 and 6 using the same key KH gives
25 and 94, which are not found in any set of raw sub-
keys. Therefore, encrypting the raw sub-keys satisfies
the third condition: irreversibility.

� Step 4: Keys assignment to the tags: For each key
kn, the server selects randomly, without duplication,
numbers from A01, : : : , A0I sets and place them in the
related groups of kn until all the sub-keys are selected.

2.3. Sub-keys combination selection

Sub-keys combination selection technique should satisfy
the following conditions:

(1) Each combination is selected only once.
(2) It has to be easy for the parties that have the selection

key to find the order of the combinations.
(3) It has to be infeasible, if not impossible, for the par-

ties that do not have the selection key to find or
predict the order of the combinations.

Note that for any two natural numbers ˛ and ˇ where 1 <
˛ < ˇ and gcd(˛,ˇ) = 1, the function

� (i) = (i + ˛) mod ˇ for 0 � i � ˇ

is one-to-one function and � (i) ¤ i. The selection algo-
rithm uses the function � (i) to select the combinations in

different order based on a selection key (ksn) and max-
imum (max) values, which are ˛ and ˇ, respectively, in
the function � (i). Given W, I, and G = {g1, : : : , gI}, to
find the max value, the minimum number of binary bits
that represent all the elements in each group is added
in !. Then,

max = (2! ) – 1 (3)

To select a selection key for a tag tn, the server selects
randomly ksn where 0 < ksn < max and gcd(ksn, max) =
1. Each tag also stores a number that indicates the last
selected combination, which is denoted as '. In each
selection process, ' is updated as

' = (' + ksn) mod max (4)

Then, it is used to select the next combination. The selec-
tion of the sub-keys of the next combination is carried
out by initially splitting the binary bits of ' into I binary
groups where the length of ith group is equal to the
minimum number of bits that represent gi. The selection
operation is completed by using the divided bits as indexes
for the sub-keys in the groups g1, : : : , gI . Note that ' has
to be set to zero in the deployment stage.

The sizes of the groups are selected to be an exponential
of 2 in the HEADA, such as 4 where 3 is the optimum value
as shown in Appendix A. In this case, the mod operation
can be carried out by simple integer addition with ignoring
any overflow that may result from this addition process,
which simplifies the implementation of the algorithm in the
tags. Therefore, based on Table I, the first combination that
is selected in tag t1 is {4, 118}. It is selected as follows:

Current state : ' = 0

New state : ' = (0 + 13)mod15 = 13

Splitting the binary bits : 13! 1101! {11, 01}

Indexing : x1,1,4 = 4, x1,2,2 = 118

The server checks the successiveness of the received
combinations by creating an m-length linked list that con-
tains all the received combinations. The next pointer of
each node (except the last node) points to the node that
has the combination expected next to the one in the cur-
rent node based on the same selection algorithm and key
ksn of the identified tag tn. If the linked list is defined
without disconnections or loops for m different combina-
tions, they are considered successive; otherwise, they are
considered disconnected.

2.4. Authentication protocol

Figure 5 shows the authentication processes with an exam-
ple values based on the values in Table I with n = 1
and m = 2. Following are the details of the processes to
authenticate a tag tn in the server:

Security Comm. Networks 2016; 9:4182–4191 © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 4187
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Figure 5. Sequence of operations and communications between the tag, the reader, and the server.

(1) The reader starts by a query to the tag tn.
(2) The tag tn selects a set of m + 2 sequential combina-

tions of sub-keys (F) from dn using its selection key
ksn, so F = {f1, : : : , fm+2} where fi indicates a single
sequential combination.

(3) tn calculates the summations of the sub-keys for the
first m selected combinations and store them in U;
therefore, U = {u1, : : : , um} where ui is the sum of
the related combination, that is, fi.

(4) tn sends U to the reader.
(5) The reader forwards U to the server.
(6) The server (a) decrypts the numbers in U using

KH , (b) reverses the decrypted values to retrieve
the selected combinations, (c) searches the keys list
(K) for the retrieved combinations and returns the
related IDs.

(7) The server checks whether (a) there is no ID0 that
appears m times or (b) the combinations, which are
used to generate U are not sequential or (c) at least
one of the combinations, which are used to generate
U is used before.
If any of the aforementioned checks is correct, the
server generates a random number for (v1). Other-
wise, the server considers ID0 as an ID of a candidate
tag subject to verification. The server (a) selects two
combinations next to the ones used in U and calculate
their summations (v1 then v2), and (b) adds the com-
binations selected for U as well as the ones selected
for v1 and v2 to the related used list, that is, usedn.

(8) The server sends v1 to the reader.
(9) The reader forwards v1 to tn.

(10) tn calculates v01 in the same way as in the server using
the m + 1th selected combination and compares it
with v1 value received from the reader. If v01 = v1,

then the tag authenticates the server and generates v02
using the m + 2th selected combination. Otherwise, a
random number is stored in v02.

(11) tn sends v02 to the reader.
(12) The reader forwards v02 to the server.
(13) The server compares v2 with v02. If v2 = v02, then

the tag is authenticated in the server. Otherwise, the
server considers the process as an attack and takes
an action.

Therefore, the authentication is carried out, and both the
server and the tag verified each other.

3. EFFICIENCY AGAINST SOME
KNOWN ATTACKS

The HEADA is verified to meet the 7 + 2 requirements
as follows:
Tag forgery resistance: Without knowing the security and
selection keys, it is infeasible for an attacker to find m + 2
sequential summations (u1, : : : , um, v01, and v02) related to
the same tag. The probability of being m + 2 randomly
selected numbers sequential summations related to the
same tag is Pforge, where

Pforge =
(m + 2)!

(W*s)m+1
(5)

For example, suppose that W = 108, M = 160, I = 40,
gi = 4 for 1 � i � I, and m = 5, then Pforge <

1.62�10–189, which is considered negligible. On the other
hand, without the selection key, an attacker is unable to
predict the selected combinations because the selection
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Table II. Average correlation value for randomly selected sn

values, where W = 5, G = {4, : : : , 4}, and M = 12, 16, 20 and 40.

Key M = 12 M = 16 M = 20 M = 40

k1 0.174 0.081 0.029 0.006
k2 0.117 0.068 0.031 0.005
k3 0.241 0.084 0.011 0.001
k4 0.096 0.032 0.008 0.008
k5 0.204 0.065 0.022 0.003

is nonlinear. To show that the correlation between lin-
early selected combinations and the combinations selected
using the selection algorithm and the selection keys are
compared. For a key kn, the average correlation value is
calculated by partitioning the selected combinations into
four equal parts. The correlation between each two parts
is calculated separately, and the average of absolute cor-
relation values is taken as the average correlation value
of kn. Note that sn is partitioned into four parts according
to the size of the sub-key groups, which cause the pat-
terns to be repeated recursively number of times equal to
this size if they are selected in linear order. The corre-
lation value for the linear ordered sn values is always 1.
Table II shows the average correlation values of 5 tags for
M = 12, 16, 20, and 40, where gi = 4 for 1 � i � I.
It shows that the selection algorithm removes any pat-
terns in sn where the average correlation values are getting
close to zero as M increases, which prevents any patterns
detection attacks.
Untraceability: The tag uses different authentications key
in each query. It was shown in the discussion of the tag
forgery resistance requirement that there is no detectable
relation between any two or more authentication keys or
authentication keys and specific tags, that can be used to
trace or identify a tag.
Resistance to DoS attack: The tag does not use any trans-
mitted data to update its key in each session. Also, it does
not need to be synchronized with the server. Therefore,
the attacker cannot make the tag unreachable by chang-
ing any transmitted data or by desynchronizing the tag and
the server. Moreover, it is infeasible to use all the authen-
tication keys that can be generated by a tag to make it
exhausted. For example, suppose that M = 160, m = 5,
I = 40, and gi = 4 for 1 � i � I, then the number
of authentication keys that can be generated by a tag is
440/(5 + 2) ' 1.7 � 1023. Knowing that a century consists
of 3.1536 � 109 s, an attacker needs to make more than
(1.7 � 1023)/(3.1536 � 109) ' 5.3 � 1013 queries per sec-
ond for one century to use all the possible authentication
keys, which is infeasible.
Server forgery resistance: v1 is used to authenticate the
server. It is shared only between the server and the related
tag by sharing the authentication and selection keys. How-
ever, v1 should be sequential to the related numbers in U.
It was shown in the discussion of the tag forgery resistance
requirement that it is infeasible for an attacker to find v1
for U without the security and the selection keys.
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Resistance to replay attack: Any used session key cannot
be used again because the server marks the used temporary
keys. In case the attacker has got a session key using a fake
query on the tag, he will not be able to authenticate him-
self in the server because he does not have the tag-to-server
verification code (v2). Moreover, any attempt to reuse a
valid authentication will be detected by the server.
Data recovery: If an authentication process did not com-
plete, the server and tag continue in the next authentication
process without any problem because there is no need for
synchronization between them.
Mutual authentication: v1 is used to authenticate the
server. U and v2 are used to authenticate the tag. Therefore,
both the server and the tag are authenticated.
Low cost operations in the tag: In each authentication
process, the tag executes a constant number of integer addi-
tion operations for combinations selection and temporary
key calculation, which has O(1) complexity. Moreover,
comparing the execution time of one SHA-250 hash func-
tion to 5 � 40 integer additions (which is the case in
the HEADA example) shows that the execution time of
the HEADA in the tag is approximately 8% of the SHA-
250 hash function execution time in the same processor
and under the same conditions. Moreover, the tag in the
HEADA needs small memory to store the key. For exam-
ple, if M = 160, m = 5, W = 108, I = 40, and gi = 4
for 1 � i � I, then the memory size required to store the
key in the tag in the HEADA is 64 Bits � 160 Sub-keys =
1.25 KB, which is more than feasible compared with the
memory size required to store the same number of the gen-
erated authentication keys, which is more than 104 Bits ��

440/(5 + 2)
�

Authentication keys ' 2 � 1012 TB.

Low cost operations in the server: The server decrypts
the values received from the reader (U) and uses reversing
algorithm to obtain the sub-keys. Both of these operations
use constant cost algorithms. The server uses simple search
for the sub-keys which in O (log (W*M)), which is more
efficient than brute–force operations.

Table III compares the HEADA with some similar tag
anonymous authentication techniques according to the 7+2
requirements.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, 7 + 2 requirements are defined. The 7 refers
to the seven security requirements required to satisfy a
highly secured RFID tag authentication process. The 2
refers to the two efficiency requirements related to the
complexity of the operations used during the authentica-
tion process. Some of the techniques in the literature used
simple operations in the tag or the server or both, but they
did not achieve all the security requirements. On the other
hand, some techniques achieved many security require-
ments using high complexity operations in the tag and the
server. None of the discussed techniques achieved all the
7 + 2 security and efficiency requirements, which gives the
proposed technique (called HEADA) the advantage over

them. It was shown that the HEADA not only achieves
the seven security requirements but also improves the way
of working in both the server and the tag by using sim-
ple search, instead of brute–force search, in the server as
well as using integer addition operation in both the server
and the tag in the authentication process. These properties
of the HEADA make it suitable to be applied efficiently
in the current generations of RFID systems. We will use
the technique for anonymous authentication in the mobile
and cloud computing systems. It is also an essential part of
our future work as it will be part of the complete privacy
preserving data retrieval system that we build.
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APPENDIX A: OPTIMUM SIZES OF
THE SUB-KEYS GROUPS

The set of G is the same for all the keys; therefore, the num-
ber of different combinations that can be generated from a
key kn (size(sn)) is the same for all the tags. This number
is referred as s in this appendix. For any value of M, the
minimum value of I that maximize s should be selected to
minimize the number of addition operations in each query
in the tag side. Suppose that gi = g for 1 � i � I, then

s = g
M
g (6)

To maximize s, the first derivative of Equation (6) is
taken and made equal to zero to find the optimum value of
g

ds

dg
= –

�
Mg

M
g –2

�
(ln(g) – 1) = 0 (7)

Solving Equation (7) for g gives g = e where e is the
Euler’s number, which equals to 2.718281828. The opti-
mum value of g would be the nearest integer value to e,
which is 3. Therefore, the optimum value of I (I0) with
respect to M for 3 � M can be expressed as:

I0 =
jM + 1

3

k
(8)
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